
 

Drain   Survey   Instructions  
 

If   you   are   looking   to   fit   your   restaurant   with   Drain-Net   Drain   Strainers   and   Baskets,   this   survey   will   make   it   easy  
to   determine   what   products   you   need.    Print   this   out   and   complete   this   form   as   you   walk   around   the   restaurant.  
If   you   have   any   questions,   take   a   picture   and   include   the   picture   when   you   submit   this   form.    We   will   use   this  
information   to   create   a   suggested   order.   Completing   this   form   does   not   obligate   you   to   make   any   purchase.   
 
Tools   needed:     Tape   measure,   screwdriver,   phone   or   camera   (optional)  

 

 
Step   1:    Back   of   the   House   -   Floor   Sinks  
Identify   and   measure   each   floor   sink.   Take   two   measurements:   the   drain   size   which   determines   the   size   of   the   drain   strainer,  
and   the   top   of   floor   sink,   which   determines   the   basket   size.    Every   floor   sink   must   have   a   basket.    Be   sure   to   measure   the  
inside   diameter   (ID)   of   both   the   drain   pipe   and   floor   sink.   Please   note   if   floor   sink   is   square   or   round.    See   image   below.  
 

Location   1:   __________________     Drain   size   (ID):    _______     Top   of   Floor   Sink   (ID):    ________     ❑Square    ❑Round  

Location   2:   __________________     Drain   size   (ID):    _______     Top   of   Floor   Sink   (ID):    ________     ❑Square    ❑Round  

Location   3:   __________________     Drain   size   (ID):    _______     Top   of   Floor   Sink   (ID):    ________     ❑Square    ❑Round  

Location   4:   __________________     Drain   size   (ID):    _______     Top   of   Floor   Sink   (ID):    ________     ❑Square    ❑Round  

Location   5:   __________________     Drain   size   (ID):    _______     Top   of   Floor   Sink   (ID):    ________     ❑Square    ❑Round  

Location   6:   __________________     Drain   size   (ID):    _______     Top   of   Floor   Sink   (ID):    ________     ❑Square    ❑Round  

Location   7:   __________________     Drain   size   (ID):    _______     Top   of   Floor   Sink   (ID):    ________     ❑Square    ❑Round  

Location   8:   __________________     Drain   size   (ID):    _______     Top   of   Floor   Sink   (ID):    ________     ❑Square    ❑Round  

 
If   you   do   not   have   a   tape   measure,   please   print   out   and   use   the   measuring   guide   at   the   end   of   this   form  

 
Notes   on   floor   sink   baskets:      If   the   existing   floor   sink   has   a   cover,   it   is   critical   to   remove   the   cover.      Most   floor  
sinks   taper,   so   if   your   floor   sinks   measurement   is   in-between   sizes,   we   will   round   down   to   the   nearest   size.    Please  
note   we   offer   6   ½”,   9   ½”,   and   10   ½”   round   floor   sink   baskets.  
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Step   2:    Back   of   the   House   -   Floor   Drains  
Identify,   count,   and   measure   the   other   floor   drains   in   the   back   of   the   house   (cooking   line   drains,   kitchen,   etc.)    This   requires  
removing   the   drain   grate   or   cover.    The   measurement   needed   is   the   ID   (inside   diameter)   of   the   drain   pipe.   

 

Location   1:     __________________________        Drain   size   (ID):     ________   

Location   2:     __________________________        Drain   size   (ID):     ________   

Location   3:     __________________________        Drain   size   (ID):     ________   

Location   4:     __________________________        Drain   size   (ID):     ________   

Location   5:     __________________________        Drain   size   (ID):     ________   

Location   6:     __________________________        Drain   size   (ID):     ________   

Location   7:     __________________________        Drain   size   (ID):     ________   

Note:    Check   the   stainless   steel   drain   screws.    Older   drain   covers   sometimes   require   replacement   screws   to   secure   them  
back   into   place   after   installation   of   drain   strainer.    Never   leave   a   grate   cover   loose.  
 
 

 

Step   3:   Drain   Size   -   Mop   Basin  
Identify   and   measure   the   drain   size   (ID)   for   the   drain   in   the   mop   basin   /   mop   sink,   in   the   same   manner   as   step   2.  

Mop   Sink   Drain   Size:    ___________________  

 
Step   4:    Compartment   Sinks  
Count   the   number   of   compartment   sinks   drains.   This   includes   sinks   with   or   without   lever   handle.     Also   include   any   hand  
washing   sinks   (with   drains   that   measure   3.5”).     We   recommend   using   a   Drain   Armor   sink   strainer.  
 

#   of   Sink   or   Compartment   Sink   Drains:   ___________________  

 
Step   5:    Bar   Area   -   Floor   Sinks  
Identify   and   measure   the   drain   and   floor   sink   size   for   floor   sinks   in   bar   area   in   the   same   manner   as   step   1  
 

Location   1:   __________________     Drain   size   (ID):    _______     Top   of   Floor   Sink   (ID):    ________     ❑Square    ❑Round  

Location   2:   __________________     Drain   size   (ID):    _______     Top   of   Floor   Sink   (ID):    ________     ❑Square    ❑Round  

Location   3:   __________________     Drain   size   (ID):    _______     Top   of   Floor   Sink   (ID):    ________     ❑Square    ❑Round  

 
 
Step   6:    Bar   Area   -   Floor   Drains  
Identify   and   measure   floor   drains   in   the   bar   area   in   the   same   manner   as   step   2.  

Location   1:     __________________________        Drain   size   (ID):     ________   

Location   2:     __________________________        Drain   size   (ID):     ________   

Location   3:     __________________________        Drain   size   (ID):     ________   
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Step   7:    Other   Drains  
Please   take   note   of   any   other   drains   in   the   bar   or   kitchen   area   that   need   attention.    Provide   pipe   sizes   and   any   other  
information   that   helps   describe   the   drain.    Include   pictures   if   possible.  
___________________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________________  

 
 
Step   8:    Send   to   Drain-Net   Technologies  
Please   email   this   form   to    jmatonis@drain-net.com .    If   you   have   any   questions,   call   him   at   908-672-5948.  
We   will   create   a   suggested   order   based   on   this   survey .    Please   fill   out   the   information   below:  
 

Restaurant   Name   /   Number:   _________________________________  

Restaurant   Address:   _______________________________________  

Restaurant   Phone   Number:   _________________     Restaurant   Email:   _____________________  

Survey   conducted   by:   ___________________     Tech   Phone   Number:   _____________________  

Date:   ________________  
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